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Abstract

Children and young people throughout the world have felt the effects of Coronavirus Disease 2019 and the decisions made in response to the public health crisis, acutely. Questions have been raised about adequately protecting children’s privacy, as schooling, play and socialising went almost exclusively online. However, due to the historical lack of children’s rights being embedded throughout decision-making processes (including important participation rights), the effects of the increased surveillance as a result of the pandemic have not been thoroughly considered. This article pursues three objectives. First, it seeks to develop the literature on the enabling aspects of privacy for children in relation to education and play. Second, it seeks to expand the discussion on the exploitative risks endemic in not protecting children’s privacy, including not only violent harms, but commercial exploitation. Third, it suggests some policy responses that will more effectively embed a children’s rights framework beyond the ‘parental control’ provisions that dominate child-specific data protection frameworks.
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Introduction

The Secretary General of the United Nations (UN), António Guterres, has suggested that the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic is quickly turning into a ‘broader child rights crisis’. Concerns have been raised in relation to children’s privacy during the pandemic, particularly in the schooling context; however, there has been a lack of consultation with children on these issues, limited opportunities for children to meaningfully participate in decision-making processes (including important participation rights), the effects of the increased surveillance as a result of the pandemic have not been thoroughly considered. This article pursues three objectives. First, it seeks to develop the literature on the enabling aspects of privacy for children in relation to education and play. Second, it seeks to expand the discussion on the exploitative risks endemic in not protecting children’s privacy, including not only violent harms, but commercial exploitation. Third, it suggests some policy responses that will more effectively embed a children’s rights framework beyond the ‘parental control’ provisions that dominate child-specific data protection frameworks.

Privacy is important not only for its individual value, but also for its value to society. Hughes notes that three distinct arguments support the value of privacy to society; that it is important for democracy, the intellectual development of society and social interaction. The democratic and intellectual development of society arguments are similar to other ‘chilling-effect’ theories of
privacy that contend that ‘privacy violations can produce harm by inhibiting people from engaging in certain civil liberties’. Accordingly, privacy violations can affect children’s autonomy. Thus, the right to privacy has an important function in supporting other rights under the *Convention on the Rights of the Child* (CRC), including play, education and freedom from exploitation. Further, General Comment No. 25 by the Committee on the Rights of the Child (CRC Committee), which was published in 2021, reiterates the importance of privacy to children’s agency in a digital world. Indeed, the significant increased reliance on online services for education, play and social interaction during the pandemic has exacerbated the risks associated with extensive data collection.

From the perspective of the CRC, the critical guiding principles of listening to, and carefully considering children’s voices in the decision-making process under art 12 does not appear to have influenced the decisions of many governments. A survey of over 26,000 children aged between 8 to 17 found that 38% of children felt they were not heard when decisions were being made about them during the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite decision makers having to make difficult decisions about how to handle public health responses during COVID-19, Australian courts at least (and perhaps surprisingly given Australia’s lack of a constitutional bill of rights) have acknowledged “[h]uman rights are not suspended during states of emergency or disaster … [and] the consideration of human rights assists in thoughtful decision-making.” This paper critiques the response of decision makers by adopting a children’s right-based approach that is underpinned by the four main guiding principles of the CRC: the right of the child to have their best interests as the primary consideration (art 3); the right of the child to be heard (art 12); the right to protection from discrimination (art 2); and the right to development (art 6). This paper explores the consequences of failing to consider the decisions to close schools and playgrounds and in turn to move play and education online from a children’s rights perspective, with specific reference to children’s right to privacy (and its enabling function) in art 16 of the CRC. The paper adds to the literature on the intersectionality of privacy and the other rights of children, specifically the rights to education, play and protection against exploitation and how they have been affected by the context and consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Our analysis carefully considers the multidimensionality of a children’s rights framework by applying the traditional division between ‘protectionist’, ‘participatory’ and ‘provision’ rights as conceptual lenses through which current policy responses to the pandemic can be evaluated. The analysis proceeds in four parts. First, we explore the pandemic’s effects on children’s rights with reference to the right to privacy and its enabling functionality. Building on this analysis, we then examine the rights to education and play and the risks posed to these respective rights by the pandemic, which are often facilitated by privacy-invasive surveillance. Third, we focus on the exploitation of children that has occurred during the pandemic with a specific focus on violent harms and commercial exploitation, which have been facilitated through digital surveillance. Finally, we reflect on some lessons learnt.

**Privacy-Enabled Protection: Children’s Rights and the Pandemic**

Before COVID-19, children used technology for a range of purposes, including to connect to others, for information, education, self-expression and entertainment. However, the increased use of these technologies during the pandemic, the adoption of new technologies and the increased physical surveillance of children have resulted in heightened privacy risks. Under the CRC, the child’s right to privacy is found in art 16, which states:

1. No child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her privacy, family, home or correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his or her honour and reputation.
2. The child has the right to the protection of the law against such interference or attacks.

Children’s right to privacy has been repeatedly discussed in recent years given the proliferation of technology and the increased datafication of our everyday lives. Article 16 protects children from arbitrary or unlawful interference with their privacy, family, home or correspondence, as well as unlawful attacks on their honour and reputation. Arguably, the right not only includes protection from interference by state authorities and/or private organisations and individuals, but also includes positive
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obligations. Notably, para 2 stipulates that states are required to protect children’s privacy from such interferences through law. Thus, as Tobin and Field note, the obligation includes ‘positive measures … to secure a child’s enjoyment of the right to privacy’. This gives states significant leeway in relation to how to best implement the positive obligations with respect to protecting privacy, which has led to great variation in terms of how children’s right to privacy is safeguarded, especially given the uncertainties surrounding the scope of this right.

In some jurisdictions, such as the European Union (EU) and the United States (US), there are specific legal provisions that protect children’s personal data; however, in Australia, the key piece of federal legislation, the Privacy Act 1988 (Cth) (Privacy Act), contains no provisions dealing specifically with children. These differences are compounded by the fact that the right to privacy is not enshrined in Australian law, despite the Privacy Act referring to the right to privacy in art 17 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR) as a key motivation for its adoption.

The wording of art 16 of the CRC reflects art 17 of the ICCPR. However, the scope of art 16 (and the scope of the definition of privacy) has not been clarified by the drafters or the CRC Committee. Despite this, children’s privacy clearly expands beyond a limited concept of privacy as seclusion or a right ‘to be let alone’; however, the wider ordering principle of being free from intrusion into seclusion may capture these concerns. The understanding of the right is thus similar to the one attributed to the right to privacy provided in art 8 under the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) as elucidated by the jurisprudence of the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR). In conceptualising the right to privacy under art 8 as linked to a person’s development with reference to the case law, Ziegler suggests there are two strands to the right: (1) privacy as seclusion or intimacy; and (2) privacy as freedom of action, self-determination and autonomy. The first of these is often defined spatially or alternatively in terms of substance as to what is ‘private’, while the second focuses on self-development. Both are necessary for the development of one’s personality through self-realisation and autonomy. Such an understanding aligns well with the ECHR case law and the ECtHR’s repeated confirmations that the protection of autonomy falls within the scope of art 8.

However, while ECtHR’s jurisprudence on the right to privacy provides some guidance, neither the interpretation of the right within one regional human rights framework nor the experience of an adult’s right to privacy is determinative of how that right should be considered for children. European courts in particular have tended to assess the privacy rights of children by reference to the previous conduct of the parents rather than by using the guiding principles of the CRC, and little consideration has been given to the best interests of the child. Under the CRC, while the actions and views of parents should be taken into account with reference to the evolving capacities of the child, children’s privacy should not be subject solely to the actions or control of others (including parents). Such an approach fails to give sufficient consideration to children’s agency or recognise that children often may want or need privacy from their parents. However, in saying that, we agree with Hageaves’s proposition that ‘children do not achieve autonomy by shedding familial bonds’; rather, social context can support autonomy.

To this end, a rights-based approach together with the ‘capabilities approach’ requires policy makers to take account of what human beings (including children) need for a flourishing life. The capabilities approach can be used to ‘impose[s] limits on parental rights and freedoms, in order to protect the future rights or capabilities of children’. In this sense, policy makers should start by considering the best interests of the child and the conditions necessary for a flourishing life. Responses to promote the best interests of the child and human flourishing may include direction and guidance from parents in relation to privacy, but this guidance should not necessarily be determinative. A rights-based theory aims to move past the simple
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dichotomy of adults and children. It posits that children should not be seen only as ‘becomings’ but should be seen as ‘beings’ or humans in themselves. Under this view, children not only require protection and provision, but also have their own agency and should participate in society. Measures aimed at increasing agency and supporting rights, such as participation, identity and information, should also be prioritised. Indeed, as mentioned in the introduction, in the CRC, rights are commonly classified into one of three categories; that is, ‘protectionist’, ‘participatory’ or ‘provision’ rights. All rights are considered important; however, in practice, often, more attention is paid to the protection rights than the participatory rights of children. However, the CRC clearly emphasises participation and thus children’s capacities and strengths as rights-holders and social actors and not merely as vulnerable victims. Lundy further provides a framework for realising children’s right to be heard under art 12 that involves four elements (i.e., space, voice, audience and influence). Using this framework, children need an opportunity to express their views and this opportunity must be facilitated. Thus, their views must be listened to and acted upon as appropriate.

Privacy is ostensibly a ‘protection’ right; however, in examining children’s privacy in the pandemic, privacy should not only be conceptualised as protectionist under the CRC but must also be understood with reference to its enabling functions and thus its effect on children’s participation. The right to privacy is essential for individual autonomy and self-determination and is thus a significant precondition of (child) participation in the digital environment. It relates not only to having control over the aspects of the identity a child wants to project to the outside world, but also to safeguarding the human capacity for reflexive self-determination. Thus, it is also linked inter alia to the child’s rights to development, freedom of expression and freedom of thought. This reflects the ‘empowerment versus protection’ dilemma that is prevalent throughout children’s rights discussions, particularly when considering the use of technologies.

Privacy, Participation and Self-Determination in Education and Play

Public health responses during the pandemic have included a vast range of measures that have directly affected children and young people, including the delivery of schooling online, the closure of playgrounds, restrictions in relation to face-to-face socialising and fines and sanctions for breaching new rules in public spaces, such as the mandatory mask-wearing law for those aged 12 and above. Further, as movement has been restricted, reliance on digital forms of communication and maintaining social connections via social media, video conferencing applications (apps) and online messaging have been the primary methods of communication for children and adults alike. Accordingly, there has been increased and pervasive digital and physical surveillance of children in various aspects of their lives, including in their education and play, which are two unique rights to children in international human rights instruments.

Education

During the pandemic, the restriction of movement has been a primary method of public health control, which has led to school closures around the world and affected hundreds of millions of students. In the CRC, the right to education is found within arts 28 and 29. Education not only encompasses formal institutional schooling but other aspects of children’s development. However, formal learning environments are of key importance, and school closures can have devastating effects on students. These closures during the pandemic were subject to significant public debate given the widely accepted importance of school
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education. The benefits of school extend far beyond formal education to the social opportunities schooling affords. Indeed, 71% of children from a range of countries who responded to a World Vision survey ‘said that they feel isolated and lonely since their schools were closed’ due to the COVID-19 pandemic. \(^{44}\) Schools and teachers have had to transition quickly to provide online and remote learning experiences.\(^ {45}\) However, the digital divide has meant that students experiencing social and economic disadvantages have suffered the negative effects of school closures more acutely than their peers.\(^ {46}\) A rights-based approach requires that we not only need to keep children learning, but ‘expand internet access for families and children, and provide the support and technological capacity to do so’.\(^ {47}\)

Digital access and support measures are important not only to ensuring access to education but also to maintaining privacy for students. The push for educational technologies and the switch to online learning caused by the pandemic has also led to a significant increase in data collection by the businesses that provide the software used in educational settings.\(^ {48}\) This in turn has the potential to significantly interfere with children’s right to privacy, as ‘education technologies collect, process, and create much more information about students in much greater detail’.\(^ {49}\) Schools and education departments may be required to comply with various privacy and data protection regimes; however, the involvement of public and private entities contributes to the confusion of how different legal frameworks intersect and who has responsibility and accountability.

The Australian context provides a good example of this tension, as while federal legislation may apply to educational technology companies and some private schools, state legislation covers the public sector, including schools.\(^ {50}\) Similar issues have arisen in the US, as the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), only applies to public educational settings.\(^ {51}\) Accordingly, while privacy impact assessments and resources were made available by education departments, time constraints and a lack of access to these resources has meant that privacy impact assessments have not always been undertaken.\(^ {52}\) For example, a report from the Office of the Victorian Information Commissioner found that schools noted ‘privacy was not the top priority when selecting software, and other considerations such as costs were a greater priority.’\(^ {53}\)

Thus, it appears that schools implemented digital learning tools during the pandemic without considering privacy risks or engaging with children, leaving the privacy of children and young people exposed.\(^ {54}\) The outcome of this has been that ‘free’ applications have been adopted in schools that often collect vast amounts of user or behavioural data.\(^ {55}\) As a result of the shift to online teaching, teachers and schools within the formal schooling environment may also have an increased amount of data about students’ home and personal information. Additionally, privacy concerns are amplified when family members are required to share devices, which increases not only security risks but also makes it more difficult to maintain interfamily privacy, especially privacy from parents.\(^ {56}\) This highlights how the dynamics of different relations have been changed by moving schooling online and the shifting privacy risks in this environment. To clarify, to participate in schooling, students navigate complex relationships with many, including schools, teachers and other students; however, the reliance on technology places commercial service providers at the centre of students’ schooling environment.
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Further consideration needs to be given to how this loss of privacy affects students’ ability to engage in the formal schooling environment, and children should be given the opportunity to be heard on this issue. This is significant given that the potential long-term effects of this are not limited to the formal schooling environment, as this information is being used to build profiles on children, which in turn could affect their other social and extracurricular environments.\textsuperscript{37} As Rosani notes, in this hyperconnected reality, children’s education in a holistic sense is affected, as ‘receiving unbalanced data and information may exacerbate the child’s initial preferences, adversely impacting on their autonomy and their right to development’.\textsuperscript{38}

The CRC Committee interprets the right to development broadly as being ‘a holistic concept’.\textsuperscript{39} Further, according to Peleg, this right encompasses the child’s ‘physical, mental, spiritual, moral, psychological, and social development’.\textsuperscript{60} The right to development encompasses both the right to enjoy the process and the right to the outcome of the developmental process.\textsuperscript{61} The right to development requires that children’s basic needs are fulfilled, so that they can optimally develop into independent adults. However, the effects of data collection, profiling and automated decision making may be long lasting and impede children’s free development, especially if their personal data are later reused in further education and higher education or for employment purposes.

Profiling and automated decision making in an educational context have the capacity not only to categorise children, but also to shape their preferences and interests accordingly.\textsuperscript{62} This may undermine children’s rights to experiment freely with and critically reflect upon their interactions, as the digital environment they are exploring and are communicating in is now subject to supervising and tracking.\textsuperscript{63} In other words, this form of supervision could have important and chilling effects on children; for example, in the form of an unwillingness to search for certain information.\textsuperscript{64} Automated decisions should not disregard the value of a child’s emotional space, which should not be subject to the inside-the-box thinking that constitutes profiling-based decisions.\textsuperscript{65} Moreover, despite the existing market push to adopt technology to provide personalised learning, which has become a ‘seller’s market’ during the pandemic,\textsuperscript{66} there is still little pedagogical evidence that personalised education improves students’ learning outcomes.\textsuperscript{67}

Play

Another fundamental and vital dimension of childhood development that has been significantly affected by the pandemic is child’s play and leisure. Article 31 of the CRC explicitly recognises the importance of play and recreation in children’s lives, due to its positive effects on the social, cognitive and personal development of the child.\textsuperscript{68} According to the CRC Committee, art 31 should be understood holistically, as it is structured around three clusters of rights that are mutually linked, reinforcing and enriching children’s lives; that is: the right to rest and leisure; the right to engage in play and recreational activities; and the right to participate freely in cultural life and the arts.\textsuperscript{69} The pandemic has restricted opportunities for children to realise their rights under art 31 in multiple contexts, as day-care centres, schools, public playgrounds and various arenas at which children spend their leisure time, such as football fields and arts centres, have closed down and time allocations for outdoor exercise have been imposed. Children have been barred from meeting up in groups and forced to play with only a few friends at a time, preferably the same friends each time and to do so while respecting social distancing rules. The lockdown measures have particularly affected the children who are growing up in poverty and difficult circumstances.\textsuperscript{70} For example, the hard lockdowns and home restrictions in Melbourne’s public tower blocks, which saw children and young people confined to very small rooms, without access to fresh air and outdoor space and often without any private space for themselves, have caused significant distress and could potentially have lasting effects on the families affected.\textsuperscript{71} Children and young people often find their private space outside the home,\textsuperscript{72} and the ‘streets’ are an essential space for children to ‘gather, engage in cultural activities, and interact
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with each other. Such examples underline the importance of states addressing structural inequalities that constrain children’s rights to play and leisure in their responses to COVID-19. The potential effects of lockdowns and other measures restricting children’s opportunities for exercising their rights under art 31 of the CRC demands specific attention, particularly in relation to how such restrictions may affect children’s privacy in their home environment and vis-à-vis their own family.

The CRC Committee encourages states to develop the policies and adopt the measures needed to enable all children to take full advantage of the opportunities of the digital environment. Such measures include inter alia ensuring that children have equal access to the internet and new media technologies and are educated and provided with the necessary skills to use and reap the benefits of such technologies for exercising their right to play. Even before the COVID-19 outbreak, playing online games had become one of the most popular indoor activities; for example, research showed that two in three children reported playing online games at least once a week in most EU countries. As the CRC Committee highlighted, ‘children in all regions of the world are spending increasing periods of time engaged in play, recreational, cultural and artistic activities, both as consumers and creators, via various digital platforms and media’.

Due to the restricted opportunities for play and leisure, children have turned even more to the digital world for entertainment. Online platforms and apps have filled a genuine social need for children under 18 years to watch, make and share videos and images or create new art forms and have filled this need even more so during the pandemic. TikTok dance challenges present fun new ways to pass the time and sometimes even turn into global awareness campaigns; for example, the #DistanceDance by Charli D’Amelio (who has 47 million followers) encouraged youngsters to practise social distancing in a creative and entertaining way. Popular online games offer a richly social and creative experience and form interesting talking points and cultural moments that children can share with their peers.

Conversely, parents and guardians are struggling to strike the right balance between maintaining a sense of normalcy by providing children with access to the digital world to play and communicate with friends and the issues arising from children’s increased reliance on screens. Emerging reports have indicated that video-game usage during peak hours has gone up 75 per cent in countries such as the US since the outset of the pandemic. In 2019, the world Health Organisation (WHO) voted to include video-game addiction or ‘gaming disorder’ in its International Classification of Diseases. In recent years, there has also been a rapid increase in the popularity of ‘esports’ or competitive video-game contests. This phenomenon raises significant public health concerns related to associated excessive gaming consumption and the potential exposure of children to harms, such as bullying and grooming, similar to those in traditional sporting contexts due to team environments and professional coaching. Children’s playful experiences in the digital world are also becoming increasingly monetised, which exposes them to significant commercial and privacy risks. A growing amount of easily accessible games online rely on monetisation techniques, such as in-game advertisements or purchases. The blurred lines between commercial messages and the gaming content itself makes it more difficult for children to exercise their advertising literacy skills and significantly affects their purchasing behaviour. Video games have also started to incorporate gambling-like features, such as loot boxes.
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which are intensifying societal concern that children are being progressively exposed to gambling.\(^9\) Such commercial risks are exacerbated when famous gaming YouTubers tell their young audiences to make donations and gamble during gaming livestreams.\(^9\) Further, as they play these supposedly ‘free’ games, children’s information, such as their preferences and behaviours, are collected and stored in corporate platforms and later reused for commercial purposes.\(^9\) The commercial appropriation of children’s personal data through online forms of play raises concerns about how this may further compromise children’s privacy.\(^9\) Montgomery et al. have expressed concern that the digital dossiers that are created by internet companies could ‘follow young people into adulthood, affecting their access to education, employment, health care, and financial services’.\(^9\)

Before the pandemic, Leonard asserted that outdoor play by children has ‘almost disappeared’ and ‘play has become much less spontaneous’ and ‘highly organised’ and observed that children and young people are experiencing increased levels of surveillance in the private domain of their home.\(^9\) Within the sociology of childhood literature, this change has also been noted. Adults are increasingly becoming positioned and portrayed as both ‘the natural protectors of childhood’ and also ‘as one of the biggest threats to the innocence of childhood’.\(^9\) Closely related to children’s right to play,\(^9\) their use of public and private spaces and their freedom of association\(^9\) is their increased use of online spaces during the pandemic.

**Emerging Forms of Exploitation and the Participation-Protection Dilemma**

Children’s autonomy is limited by restricting their choices and the information to which they are exposed, as well as the active manipulation and persuasion techniques used by many digital platforms in both education and play environments.\(^9\) The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) has stressed that children are exposed to significant consumer risks in the digital environment. They may face *inter alia* ‘embedded ads, privacy-invasive practices, age-inappropriate content, as well as the exploitation of their incredulity and inexperience resulting in economic risks such as overspending or online fraudulent transactions’.\(^9\) In particular, children’s ability to play and learn in physical and online spaces during the pandemic has been significantly affected by the increased surveillance in those spaces.

The language of corporate surveillance or ‘surveillance capitalism’ is increasingly used in this context,\(^1\) reflecting the mass data collection and privacy-invasive practices underpinning the personalisation of services. However, while some recent empirical research has shown that ‘children primarily think about privacy in “interpersonal” contexts rather than “institutional” or “commercial”’,\(^1\) other studies, such as Gordon’s studies on children’s experiences of online harms in the United Kingdom, have demonstrated that children pose questions about who has access to their information and data and also refer to privacy, surveillance and the ‘scams’ that result in commercial profits by perpetrators as key concerns for them when using online spaces.\(^1\) The language of privacy is thus useful, particularly when one of the aims is to facilitate the ways in which children can engage with these issues, reflecting the right’s participatory dimension. In a recent empirical study, children as young as 10-years-old also used this language when describing the mechanisms that they put in place to protect their privacy, such as choosing not to use their full names, using an alias or using virtual private networks that older siblings have established.\(^1\)

According to van der Hof, treating children as the product rather than customers when offering them online services (e.g., by collecting their personal data and using it or reselling it) can also be perceived as a form of economic exploitation.\(^1\) Thus, particular attention needs to be paid to the commercially exploitative practices that are being facilitated by the corporate surveillance of online spaces for play, recreation and education. According to the interpretation of the CRC Committee,
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‘exploitation’ means ‘taking unjust advantage of another for one’s own advantage or benefit’. More specifically, this includes manipulation, misuse, abuse, victimisation, oppression or ill treatment. The potential for exploitation online thus extends far beyond the risk of manipulation for economic purposes, and the increasing use of digital services for play and education exposes children to further risks. At the sharp end of the continuum are physical, mental and financial exploitations, including family violence, child labour and other harms, and those perpetrated online, such as cyberbullying and online sexual abuse. Around the world, estimates before the pandemic indicated that the number of children and young people exposed to some form of abuse, neglect and violence was well over one billion.

The negative effects of exploitation on children has been recognised by international bodies, such as the United Nations International Children’s Emergency Fund (UNICEF), which have advocated extensively for better responses and measures to protect all children from violence, exploitation and abuse on the internet. The construction of online spaces as ‘risky’ and the consideration of children as ‘at risk’ are dominant in the discourse. As noted above, the increased use of online spaces for play, recreation and education during the pandemic has raised key issues relating to the increase in opportunities for children to experience exploitation. In a Joint Leaders’ statement, the WHO referred to the increased violence against children as the ‘hidden crisis of the COVID-19 pandemic’. Initial reports from law enforcement agencies in Europe, such as the International Criminal Police Organisation, demonstrate the ‘increased sharing of child exploitation material through peer-to-peer networks’ is one of the effects of the pandemic. In Australia, the Australian Federal Police have reported that ‘the amount of child abuse material shared on the Dark Net between February and March doubled from the same period last year’. The underreporting, delayed reporting and the increased use of forums on the Dark Net pose significant challenges for law enforcement agencies and child protective services.

The CRC notes that state parties should ‘take all appropriate legislative, administrative, social and educational measures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence, injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, maltreatment or exploitation, including sexual abuse’. Children should be ‘protected[ed] … from all forms of sexual exploitation and sexual abuse’. Specifically, state parties must ‘recognize the right of the child to be protected from economic exploitation and from performing any work that is likely to be hazardous or to interfere with the child’s education, or to be harmful to the child’s health or physical, mental, spiritual, moral or social development’.

Thus, the general obligation requires state parties to take all appropriate measures to respect, protect and fulfil children’s right to protection against exploitation. Such measures include legislative protection measures (e.g., criminalising practices that involve the exploitation of children) and social, educational and remedial measures. However, it is evident that the lack of policy consideration and measures taken globally in response to the pandemic also raises significant questions in relation to children’s right to protection under the CRC from any form of exploitation.

In light of the evident failings to protect children from increased harm, the WHO has called for more government action to overcome the dramatic effects of the COVID-19 pandemic. Making reference to arts 19, 28 and 34 of the CRC, Raman et al. specifically called on governments to ‘respond to the additional threats and risks of violence, exploitation and abuse to children from perpetrators capitalising on reduced school attendance and surveillance by authorities’ during the pandemic. However, this is somewhat ironic, as in many ways, due to the increased time they spend online, children are under more surveillance than ever. Exploitation, particularly examples at the sharp end of the continuum of harm, demonstrates the need for protection mechanisms for children online. However, protection should not be in a form that severely encroaches on a child’s right to participate. Unsurprisingly, children have reiterated that ‘digital technologies were vital to their current lives and to their
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future. Striking a balance is essential for children to be able to fully engage with all of the opportunities online spaces provide in a way that is safe and not damaging to their health and wellbeing.

Designing products that integrate privacy in a way that is meaningful for children is important. Notably, while a response could include the provision of parental guidance in a manner that is consistent with the evolving capacities of the child (under art 5 of the CRC), as Tobin and Varadan note, art 5 is ‘best characterized as the right of a child to receive appropriate direction and guidance from his or her parents to secure the enjoyment of his or her rights rather than a right of parents to have their rights regarding their parenting respected by the state.’ Further, Ruiz-Casares et al. assert that children’s protection can be improved ‘through meaningful and effective engagement of children … to ascertain their realities and respond’. As such, it is not a right of parents to decide what is in their child’s best interest but rather a right of children to receive direction and guidance in accordance with their evolving capacities. In this sense, any response to the effects of the pandemic on children should not be approached from this perhaps fictitious ‘implied nature of familiar relations’ but from the very messy and constrained reality that children face. Accordingly, the CRC Committee has called for state parties to address the exploitation of children in digital environments not by prohibiting participation in environments or relying on parental consent but by requiring ‘a high standard of cybersecurity, privacy-by-design and safety-by-design in the digital services and products that children use, to minimize the risk of such crimes’. Embedding privacy into products and services for education and play should be part of policy responses that seek to protect children from commercial and other exploitation in digital environments.

Lessons from the Pandemic

Children are often dependent on and vulnerable to the decisions of others (especially the adults responsible for their care) that are made on protectionist grounds. This protectionist approach has been intensely felt in countries in which extended restrictions and lockdown measures have been implemented due to the pandemic. States must account for this particular form of ‘special vulnerability’ by ensuring that decisions are not made that affect the future capabilities of children. In any decision making that relates to them, even in times of crisis, children have a right to be heard and have their views given due weight in accordance with their age and maturity and in a manner consistent with their evolving capacities. The UN Special Rapporteur on the sale and sexual exploitation of children has reiterated that ‘children should be given the space for meaningful and inclusive participation so that their voices would be heard and amplified in decisions affecting their lives’. Lundy’s model of participation conceptualises how this can be achieved by giving children space, voice, audience and influence. For example, the #COVIDUNDER19 survey is an important initiative to give children space and voice in relation to the effects of the pandemic on them. It is now important to ensure that those views are listened to and acted upon as appropriate. The effects of any public health responses on the rights of children should be considered as part of the decision-making process.

A range of measures that are grounded in children’s rights are needed to give sufficient importance to participatory rights. In the educational context, developing more robust privacy impact assessment frameworks for adopting new technologies, which include children, is one key step in realising participatory rights. Such assessments should adopt a children’s rights perspective that considers the full range of children’s rights at stake, including the child’s right to be heard. However, any online safety assessment tools and checklists to screen new technologies (such as those developed by the Australian eSafety Commissioner) need to be coupled with support and resources to ensure schools and departments effectively implement such processes. These could include further staff training within schools about privacy and data protection, dedicated privacy officers within schools and a coordinated agency to assess what technology is necessary and appropriate in the educational context. Further, principles in the data privacy/protection context, such as data minimisation, privacy-by-design and privacy-by-default, need to be firmly embedded in the educational context. Li argues that the pandemic has highlighted the need for the
law to recognise that there should be ‘higher expectations of privacy in an educational setting than other businesses’. Education is a significant and important right under the CRC; however, it should not only be understood in an institutionalised sense. The remote learning practices adopted during the pandemic have brought to light that the privacy of students is an important part of enabling this right to education more holistically.

Additionally, while there may be a push from educational technology providers to provide personalised learning to students, the profiling and tracking of students may hinder their ability to engage in new ideas, enjoy the process of development and flourish as individuals. Some sort of online learning may be inevitable and beneficial; however, the pandemic has highlighted the need to better support schools to assess any privacy implications before the adoption of educational technologies. This should include developing processes for engaging students and through empirical research, the development of pedagogical evidence that will identify the need for and scope of online solutions.

To ensure we create spaces for children and young people to learn and play, privacy should be considered not only as a right to seclusion or to be let alone but also as encompassing autonomy and self-determination (using a broad relational view of autonomy). This self-determination concept in the online environment particularly requires spaces to be free not only from excessive data capturing practices, commercial exploitation and personalisation but also from excessive parental monitoring. In General Comment No. 25, the CRC Committee reiterated that ‘[p]arents’ and caregivers’ monitoring of a child’s digital activity should be proportionate and in accordance with the child’s evolving capacities’. To reflect this in terms of policy, there should be further development of data protection codes aimed at embedding children’s rights, such as acting in the best interests of children, into the design of online technologies. The development of codes will assist in the embedding of privacy norms in relation to children based on a notion of fiduciary responsibility or trust. For example, in 2020, the Committee of Convention 108 adopted the ‘Children’s Data Protection in an Education Setting Guidelines’, which provides recommendations for legislators, policy makers, data controllers and industry on how to support children’s rights in relation to educational technology, including that ‘profiles and history should be easy to delete at the close of a session’. Cultural and media studies scholar, Eichhorn, claims that while we once had the ability to only carry forward tolerable or relevant childhood memories, the prevalent documentation of children now makes this virtually impossible. Thus, direct and actionable child-specific privacy and erasure rights for children (which are not based solely on parental consent) also have a key part to play in safeguarding these issues as online education and play continues during and will most likely continue post the pandemic.

Finally, in addition to proactive privacy-by-design and assessment measures, the pandemic has also highlighted the need for effective legal frameworks and regulators that can deal with the individual issues of children and young people to ultimately ensure that they can exercise their rights. For example, the Australian eSafety Commissioner’s office and remit, has been heralded as an online safety model for addressing exploitation, such as cyberbullying, image-based abuse and illegal content. However, as outlined in Part 3 above, the exploitation of children due to their increased use of digital educational and play technologies during the pandemic includes pervasive commercial exploitation, which needs to be given more attention to properly identify the harms and sensibly regulate in this area.

**Conclusion**

The measures adopted during the COVID-19 pandemic have been felt acutely by children and young people, and there have been calls for government action to ease some of the key concerns of children, including increased mental health concerns and the provision of support in relation to education. Hanson and Peleg reiterate the ‘need to continue reflecting about the moral and legal rights children have and/or should have, and about how these rights can be further exercised, or need to be balanced against one another’.

This paper demonstrated the ways in which protecting the privacy of children during the pandemic is linked to and enables the provision of education and play in such a way that risks from potential exploitation (commercial or otherwise) are more effectively mitigated. In this sense, we endorse the CRC Committee’s view that ‘[p]rivacy is vital to children’s agency, dignity
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and safety and for the exercise of their rights’ and thus that states should ensure that digital products and services for education and play are subject to robust data protection and privacy standards.145 Embedding a children’s rights-based approach throughout policy responses, offering real opportunities for children to express their views and ensuring they are acted upon as appropriate146 will assist in thoughtful decision making in times of crisis.
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